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                                           CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

This chapter presents conclusion and suggestion of the research. The 

conclusion is the summarized result of discussion based on the research questions. 

While, the suggestion contains of recommendation from the researcher to further 

research. 

A. Conclusion 

From visual analysis the finding shows educational quotes used 

actional process, reactional process by narrative process and analytical 

process, symbolic process by conceptual process. Reactional process and 

symbolic process are most used in the educational quotes by goal.cast.  

Based on findings and discussion the image and the text in the 

educational related quotes are often used to support each other. When a text 

support by image, the text is become more powerful. It can be concluded, both 

verbal and visual are presents to delivered the entire message and complete the 

meaning as the producer intends to do. 

From verbal analysis type of process are used; material process, mental 

process, and relational process. Relational and mental process mostly used in 

ideational meta-function. From data analysis mental process used because 

mental process is the process of sensing, so it is natural in the quotes when the 

speaker express his assumtion as advice to the reader. Thus relational process 

mostly used to rellate two participants (meaning). 
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In conclusion, not all quotes can analyzed by ideational meta-function. 

Because in quotes structure is not always complete. After all in the 

interpersonal meta-function declarative mood are dominantly used as 

perspective of the speaker. Imperative mood also used command but as advice 

to the reader. Last, Instagram educational quotes theme helps the reader 

understanding point of the message and rheme is related to new information, 

where the theme is developed.  

B. Suggestion  

There is a limitation of this study that the future research may continue 

it, so the study can better than current research. The future research may 

investigate educational related quotes in with detailed interpretation. The 

future research who have the same interested in conducting data from quotes, 

they may investigate it by specific process or meaning to limited the analysis. 

So analyzing will be more specific and detailed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


